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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS003-BSS DIPLOMA IN INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2018
FSS003-01   COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH AND COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) Consonants are ...... in number
2) He travelled ....... Ticket.
3) A cat is .........the table.
4) 'Speak'  is ......... verb.
5) The officer is bold ........ action.
6) They ......... playing Cricket.
7) .............. is father of computer
8) TCP is ................
9) Paint has a ................... box
10) The repair and maintenance of computer devices is called ...............
11) UG I means..................
12) In MS Word print is in ................ menu
13) Ctrl+Y is the short cut for....................to grid
14) Keyboard is a ____________ device
15) Shortcut Key for Cut is ______________
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define kinds of Adverbs?
2) What is meant by plural number? Example:-
3) What are the types of Gender?
4) What are the types of Articles?
5) Verb
6) What is Internet
7) Explain UNIX
8) Define Mouse
9) What are the types of  data
10) Word screen
11) Status bar
12) Walking areas of computer?
13) Define shortcut keys for UNDO and REDO?
14) Define Internet?
15) Define keyboard?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Explain informal letter?
2) Write any two types of job application?
3) Write a letter to a book seller ordering some prize books?
4) Explain Arithmetic logic unit
5) Edit
6) Explain any five options for the format 'menu'
7) Shift+functions of the keys
8) Edit

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Write what in complex sentence
2) What are the advantages available in MS-WORD?
3) Write briefly about Hardware and Software with example?
4) Write briefly about MS Excel?
5) He  ------ swimming ------- the river
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS003-BSS DIPLOMA IN INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2018
FSS003-02   PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY - FUNDAMENTALS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) What is the M.C.B?
2) What are they fire triangle ?
3) What is the meaning of the CFT?
4) Explain ELCB.
5) How many fire extinguishing methods ?
6) Explain the P.S.I ?
7) Explain double hydrant ?
8) Electrical fire used what type of fire extinguisher ?
9) How many type of class fire ?
10) What are they fire triangle?
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) What are they fire triangle ?
2) How many type of class fire ?
3) Electrical fire used what type of fire extinguisher ?
4) Explain double hydrant ?
5) Explain the P.S.I ?
6) How many fire extinguishing methods ?
7) Explain ELCB?
8) What is the M.C.B?
9) What is the meaning of the CFT?
10) What are they Fire engineer?
11) Explain the hydrant systems?
12) What are the sprinkler systems?
13) Explain the following to Electrical Fire?
14) How many type of fire fighting systems?
15) Hydro testing which prepared used short notes explain?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Briefly describe the importance of cooling systems in engine?
2) Importance notes of personal protective equipment in fire fighting operation?
3) Industries using inflammable solvents?
4) Requirement of national fire codes?
5) What are they basic electricity?
6) Fire Injury and first Aid?
7) Explain the basic electricity?
8) Explain the working of a water sprinkler with a needsketh?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain the working of a water sprinkler with a needsketh?
2) What about foams and their fire fighting systems?
3) Briefly explain the mechanism by which water Acid as a fire Extinguisher media?
4) Briefly describe the importance of fire Alarm system?
5) State briefly firefighting procedures adopted in chemical fire?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS003-BSS DIPLOMA IN INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2018
FSS003-03   BASIC SAFETY ENGINEERING

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) The _________ covers the body like a shield from the external environment
2) _________________ takes charge at the site of the incident and directs all the efforts at the site till

the works.
3) ___________ is a part of many existing accident prevention programs
4) What are the pitfalls in the interview process?
5) __________________ are generally accompanied by strong winds which cause a lot of destruction.
6) ____________________ aims to reduce flood damage.
7) The process of converting ores into metals by chemical reaction is _________
8) The TLV ammonia is ?
9) The Indian Standard code of  portable carbon di oxide type is ______________
10) Workplace labels must identify the product, give safe handling instructions and remind workers that an

MSDS is available for the product.
11) You must notify ______________ of any spills exceeding the RQ.
12) If hazardous material is spilling from your vehicle, do not move your vehicle __________
13) Animals and human foodstuffs should not be loaded in the same vehicle with ____________
14) _______________ are born not made.
15) Training starts with _______________
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) How will you identify the leakage of gas?
2) What is ERT stands for?
3) RAM stands for
4) What are the two distinct tsunami warning systems?
5) What is manmade disaster?
6) Define risk transfer?
7) What do you mean by disaster occurrence?
8) How does capacity influence vulnerability?
9) What is a cyclone?
10) What are the recent changes in the legislation for 'hazardous substances'?
11) What is a flashpoint?
12) Does the liquid itself burn?
13) What are the two main components of a centrifugal pump?
14) Explain workers Role?
15) Write short Notices Listing operation?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) What are the steps involved in Fault Tree Analysis?
2) Explain the guard : FIATT?
3) Write a short note on Machine accident?
4) While doing welding work how the welder should protect him?
5) What are the sequence of an accident & injury?
6) Write the procedure to construct Watch  room
7) Explain the ways to reduce the Disaster risk?
8) What immediate actions you will initiate when the quarters of your factory workers are suddenly flooded

due to the breach in a nearly lake / dam, during heavy rain?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain- Work Permit System and create Work Permit Form?
2) What are the twenty reasons to safety management and to avoid accident loses?
3) Explain about Emergency control centre?
4) Write short note on: Geo Informatics in Disasters Quick reconstructions technology
5) Explain Exvation work permit system?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS003-BSS DIPLOMA IN INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2018
FSS003-04   OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) Addition of chemicals in soil which reduce its production capacity is called ________
2) The form of energy that produce the sensation of hearing is called _________
3) Any one example of physical pollutants _____________
4) BLV stands for _________________
5) Noise exposure should not exceed the limit of ________ dB.
6) Presbycusis is impairment of hearing due to ___________ .
7) ______________ is a disease among sheep, goats, cattle, pigs, and  hares
8) __________ is the oscillatory motion of a system.
9) Define filling ratio
10) __________ is Inaudible high -frequency sound senses the presence of any part in the danger zone.
11) Causes of poor House keeping statistics suggested is___________?
12) For the use of electrical soldering irons, which permit is issued? .................
13) TVL stands for __________
14) _____________ has to play an important role by suggeting safe machine guarding.
15) portable electrical lighting used in wet and /or other conducting location is to be operated as _______

volt or less.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) What are the methods of chemicals entry route in to human body?
2) Explain: TVL?
3) What is on-the job safety?
4) Give two examples for the proper ventilation in industry?
5) Define Ergonomics?
6) Expand HBLV?
7) How to prevent the occupational health problems?
8) List out the classification of Guards?
9) Define Electromagnetic sensor?
10) Explain electromagnetic sensor?
11) Name the two general methods of risk assessments?
12) What are the two alternatives of the risk manager?
13) Human being in general can Fair with stand a temperature  how many Fern heif?
14) What is a process control?
15) What are they different between process control good housekeeping?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Explain Dry Scrubbing with neat diagram?
2) How much does an occupational disease or accident cost?
3) How will you identify the hazard in the workplace?
4) Explain brief about the point to work station design?
5) Explain briefly about noise?
6) What are the general principles of Machine guarding to prevent accident?
7) What are the simple steps for safe and productive workplace?
8) Explain the fundamentals of loss control?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Describe ILO and WHO guidelines on Industrial Hygiene.
2) Explain about the type of hazard and Source of hazard for home safety?
3) Explain the functions of Risk Management?
4) Explain the importanace of process system safety in chemical industry?
5) What are the general principles of machine guarding to prevent accident?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS003-BSS DIPLOMA IN INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2018
FSS003-05   FIRE PREVENTION AND CONTROL

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) LEL stands for _____________
2) ________ are substances that have no shapes or volume of their own.
3) Substance is made up of from many millions of very tiny particles, which are known as________
4) Atoms can be split by ________
5) __________ allow the fireman to work in the flames for a period of 30 sec.
6) Supporting documents are procured to satisfy a permit user regarding safety precautions are a) Clearance

for excavation certificate  b) Confined space entry certificate   c) Isolation confirmation certificate   d) All of the above
7) The purpose of ventilation is to ________ the work area according to the requirement   a) Heat     b)

Cool     c) a&b     d) None
8) What is called "Respiratory Arrest"?  a) Lungs stop working     b) Heart collapse    c) Spleen

malfunction    d) Nose blockage
9) ___________ is a safety data collecting technique and carried out to promote full employee co -

operation in the implementation of the company's safety programme. a) Safety audit   b) Safety survey  c) Safety inventory system   d) all the above.
10) The method of segregating or isolating not processes from the main work area is  a) Control at source

b) Insulation     c) Personnel protection    d) None
11) ____________ is an electrical charge that accumulates on the surfaces of two materials that have been

brought together and then separated.
12) The point of rupture is called ________________________
13) _____________________ has published building codes and guidelines for safe construction of buildings

against earthquakes.
14) A _______________- is a type of storm that generates lightning and the attendant thunder.
15) The term ________________ refers to the downward movement of masses of rock and soil.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) What are the materials are used in single or combined form to make ropes?
2) What is atom?
3) What is fire tetrahedroon?
4) Explain Aragonite?
5) What is FM - 200?
6) What are the types of fire detectors are designed?
7) What is ionisation?
8) Explain Infra red detector?
9) What Precautionary measures have to be taken by the authorities before opening a dam for discharging the

excess water into a canal/river?
10) Can you predict earthquake?
11) What are the types of droughts?
12) Fire Extinguisher available within radius How money Feet?
13) Fire point Explain?
14) What is emergency lighting?
15) Explain Fire?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Define CABA and explain its Body parts?
2) Explain - electrical heat energy?
3) Write a short note on Double acting force pump?
4) What are the advantages and disadvantages of Inline Inductors?
5) What are the main properties of foam ?
6) What are the steps followed during  emergency?
7) Explain - Deluge valve with a diagram?
8) What precautionary measures have to be taken to avoid accidents to labourers in the Industry in a

workshop / during handling of dangerous Chemicals / during construction of buildings / during the building maintenance works.

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain about any four types of extinguishers?
2) Explain about foam and foam making equipments?
3) Explain briefly about the Disaster Management Cycle?
4) Explain Management of Natural Disaster.
5) How Government and voluntary agencies are involving in Disaster Management?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS003-BSS DIPLOMA IN INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2018
FSS003-06   INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) The flash point of Petrol is __________
2) Conduction occur in ___________
3) Air supply rate for the work place should be, per occupant -----------
4) Along with which elements, Local exhaust system is built? ---------
5) In a hazardous work area, hot work permit is required for __________.
6) The __________ produces little heat.
7) _________ are the foundation of all substances.
8) A mixture can be separated by __________ or __________ means into the substances.
9) To measure temperature beyond the range of mercury thermometer ___________ is used.
10) HCN means ________
11) PPE stands for ________________________.
12) ________ is one of the important aspects of safety in factory, office, as well as house.
13) Example of biological pollutants are ___________.
14) Tetanus is an acute disease caused by ___________________.
15) Noise level below ________ decibel is considered to be safe for human
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Hand tools have given five names?
2) Safety auditing explain short notes?
3) How will you identify the hazard?
4) What is natural gas?
5) How the materials are handled in Industries and other places?
6) What are the proven methods of reducing the risk of fire?
7) What are the field foam installations?
8) What are the types of sprinkler and application?
9) What is combustion?
10) Define work permit and its types.
11) A Forum for verbal communication between the supervisor /Foreman/Crew leader and work force before

starting the activities or any not routine task is known as?
12) What do you mean by effective dosage?
13) Define Industrial health?
14) What PASS stands for?
15) List four main reasons why fire occurs.

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Write safety provision in the use of high pressure gas cylinder?
2) Explain - hazard symbols?
3) What are the steps to e followed before handling the wrong tools?
4) What are the safety precautions to be taken in order to protect the operator and to avoid accident?
5) List out the fire fighting equipments?
6) Explain: a. Painting b. Asbestos c. Roof work
7) What will be the effects if various fire gases occurred?
8) Write short note on Single acting force pump?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Accident investigation what we learn from it, who should do the accident investigation,
2) Explain Health and safety programs?
3) Explain the classification of ventilation system?
4) Explain - Nuclear and radiation accidents?
5) Define PTW System. Identify three work situation which requires a PTW system and why?


